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and his taste for them once nearly cost the king his
life. Tukaram had at the king's request come to
Poona and was reciting a katha or sacred story in
the temple where Shiva used to worship, when a
child. Some spy heard of this and told. A body of
Afghans surrounded the temple and searched the
audience. As the Afghans searched, a men, who
in face and in clothes resembled Shivaji, ran through
the door. The Afghans rushed after him, but never
caught him. He disappeared in the forests of
Sinhgad. In the meantime Tukaram continued his
sacred story. When it was over, Shivaji and the
rest of the audience went home unmolested. The
belief still is widespread that the man who led the
Afghans from the temple was none other than the
god Krishna himself.
The main trend of Tukaram's poetry was a
demand for true faith and not pretended goodness.
It abounded in metaphors as the following verses
show :
'A gold dish filled with milk pudding is put before a
dog; a necklace of pearls is put round a donkey. Musk
is smeared on a sow. A scholar preaches wisdom to a
deaf man. What good conies of all this? Tuka says that
only a saint knows the greatness of devotion.
'A frog sitting in a pool scorns the ocean. He has
never seen the ocean and he wastes his breath in talking-.
A crow puffs himself out and claims to be better than a
swan. An ass boasts that he is superior to an elephant.
Tuka says that a gilt coin is not gold-'
The end of Tukaram has never been really cleared
up. On one occasion the Brahmans, who disliked
him, threw his writings into the Indrayani River, but
they floated and were saved ; yet it was in the Indra-
yani that the poet himself perished. One day as

